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Domain Adaptation for 
dummies

• Also called transfer learning
• Given a domain X with images and labels, 

can we learn a model that correctly 
predicts labels on images in domain Y?



The Setup in this paper

• Office Dataset: 3 domains allowing 
for 6 transfer problems



Setup
For a given transfer problem (A-> B) we have training 
data for A, fully annotated with for categories

This can be supplemented with:
1) A small amount of labeled training data from B for 

every category (supervised adaptation)
or

2) A small amount of labeled training data from B for a 
subset of the categories (semi-supervised 
adaptation)

Goal: Maximize classification accuracy on test data 
(from B)



The Network



The Network



A familiar sight



The Network



Credit to Ganin and 
Lempitsky



Domain Confusion

Their idea: 

Seek parameters of features that 
maximize loss of domain classifier 
while simultaneously seeking the 
parameters of the classifier that 
minimize the loss of domain classifier



An aside on softmax:
• Softmax: Transforms a vector into probabilities. Useful for multi-class 

classification where each image only has one class label. Always sums to 1

 
x  = [1 2 3]
y = exp(x)/sum(exp(x)) = [0.0900    0.2447    0.6652]

• Logloss: Loss function that punishes the probability on the correct class 
label being low

Only the softmax value corresponding the correct label contributions
e.g. for y above with label vector [0 1 0] the loss is –log(0.2247)

Softmax loss is softmax followed by logloss



Opposing costs

  q is a 2D vector that sums to 1

This loss is low if the classifier predicts the domain label correctly
e.g. q = [0.9 0.1]

This loss is low if the classifier cannot predict the domain label
e.g. q = [0.5 0.5]



The power of MATLAB

x=0:.01:1
y = -log(x) - log(1-x)
plot(x , y)



The Network



Soft Labels
Each class is described as a “softmax with high temperature” distribution of 
all classes

Softmax with temperature: Divide each value by a constant before softmaxing 
to reduce the effect of large values (akin to rootsift) e.g. x = [1 2 3],  temp = 
2 gives [0.5 1 1.5]

This allows classes in the target domain without labels to be represented



Soft Labels

logloss now considers the probabilities for all classes
e.g. for p = [0.2 0.3 0.5], and soft label [0.1 0.1 0.9]

Loss = -0.2 * log(0.1) – 0.3*log(0.1) – 0.5*log(0.9)



Results



Copes better with colour



Works in transferring from ImageNet -> Caltech



Discussion
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